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The image quality of OLED TVs is now close to the highest fide-
lity that’s technically achievable. However, this is not the case 
in terms of audio, even with the best soundbars as they are still 
limited by the constraints of their size. High quality audio cur-
rently requires separate HiFi speakers as they’re infinitely better 
in terms of performance. Canvas aims to match the audio qua-
lity to the picture quality without having to rely on free standing 
HiFi speakers.

Canvas is the only one-box solution on the market that delivers 
real 3D audio. This makes it ideal for music fans, as it offers true 
HiFi with a stereo image of 10-12 feet from a product that’s 3.5 feet 
wide. The technology to achieve this extraordinary width, depth 
and height is cutting edge and provided by BACCH 3D techno-
logy invented by Princeton professor (and literal rocket scientist) 
Edgar Choueiri.

And Canvas aims to deliver aesthetic beauty as well as pheno-
menal sound quality – we wanted to remove the clutter of soun-
dbars and HiFi systems, and instead offer a well designed, fully 
integrated solution.

Canvas matches the audio quality 
with the picture quality of OLED TV’s. Canvas is the only one-box solution 

on the market that delivers real 3D audio.

Meet Canvas
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Introducing the world´s first HiFi 
Audiostand for OLED TV

Ultimate TV Experience
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Canvas is compatible with : 
LG OL ED B Series 55” & 65” (2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 Models)
LG OLED C Series 55” & 65” (2017, 2018, 2019 Models)

YOUR LG TV* CANVAS ULTIMATE TV EXPERIENCE

*TV NOT INCLUDED

+ =



While sound quality is the driving force behind Canvas, we knew 
that to gain the edge on soundbars, including their subwoofers 
and HiFi systems, we had to eliminate the visual clutter via be-
autiful minimalistic design.
Pursuing the sensibilities of Scandinavian design pushed us 
towards ever-greater simplicity and elegance, and the epiphany 
came when we realised that the speaker should be a stand for 
the OLED TV – it literally completes the picture.

However, this results in a speaker which is flat, rectangular, and 
with large surface areas – all pitfalls in achieving incredible 
sound quality. Large thin enclosure walls vibrate in a way that 
colors the sound, while the parallel inner surfaces create stan-

Canvas features 30 liters of acoustic volume, 
far exceeding soundbars.

The epiphany came when we realised that the speaker should 
be a stand for the OLED TV – it literally completes the picture.

Enclosure
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ding sound waves which also negatively affect sound quality. 
To solve this, Canvas invented BridgeBrace bracing technolo-
gy. The bracing binds together the enclosure walls throughout, 
so that the hollow speaker acts more like a solid object. The 
complex and extensive structure of BridgeBrace acts as a diffu-
ser to break up standing waves, resulting in pure audio fidelity 
free of colorations. 

The unique shape of the enclosure hides the fact that a very 
large powerful speaker system is hidden within. Canvas featu-
res 30 liters of acoustic volume - far exceeding any soundbar, 
including their subwoofers - resulting in a powerful authentic 
sound that you wouldn’t expect from such a slim product.



Canvas’s unique shape presented its own challenges in terms 
of sound fidelity, but there was no question about the quality of 
the speaker drivers – we knew we had to use the very best that 
the industry has to offer. Core members of the Canvas team 
have worked in audio for their entire careers, driven by a pas-
sion for the purest sound quality. Our co-founder Kim Neeper 
Rasmussen previously ran High End speaker company Neeper 
Acoustics, which created $20,000 speakers featuring Danish 
Scan Speak drivers. We wanted Canvas to sound as good as 
these, but at a far more affordable price.

Fortunately, core Scan Speak team members had founded a 
new firm, SB Acoustics, which creates drivers of the same High 
End quality, manufactured in Indonesia at a single facility and 
at a fraction of the cost. The final Canvas product uses two High 
End SB Acoustics long excursion 6” drivers with an aluminium 
chassis for bass and midrange, and two ring radiator drivers 
with non-resonant rear chambers as tweeters, ensuring perfect 
audio fidelity.

We knew we had to use the very best speaker 
drivers the industry has to offer. Core members of the Canvas team have worked in 

audio for their entire careers, driven by a passion 
for the purest sound quality.

Speaker drivers
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Our early prototypes of Canvas had the right drivers, a rock solid 
speaker enclosure, and DSP crossovers – but the left and right 
speakers were still close to each other and the drivers were so 
near to the floor and walls that the stereo imaging was not mee-
ting our goals of a High End audio experience.

The missing key ingredient was BACCH™ 3D Sound – and it was 
invented just in time! While the basic technology has existed for a 
decade, a recent breakthrough developed by BACCH Labs, licen-
sed from Princeton University allows listeners to hear astoundin-
gly realistic 3D sound through just two speakers placed in close 
proximity to each other. It achieves this using crosstalk cancel-
lation – essentially repositioning the sound so that the left and 
right speakers can only be heard by the respective ear. The result 
is real three-dimensional stereo imaging similar to free-standing 
High End speakers, without any form of coloration to the sound.

This is ideal for music; the stereo image is 10 to 12 feet wide 
from a product that’s 3.5 feet wide, and it also creates height and 
depth using tonal and spatial fidelity that was simply not possible 
before, even with the most high-end audio technology.

BACCH™ 3D Sound allows realistic 3D sound through just 
two speakers placed in close proximity to each other.

3D Sound
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The combination of Canvas High End speaker, 
and BACCH 3D filter, results in the world’s 
first single box solution offering real 
HiFi stereo imaging that can satisfy audio 
enthusiasts as a replacement for an expensive 
stand alone HiFi system. 



Canvas features a powerful 4 channel Hi-Fi amplifier with a 
combined output of 200 Watt RMS. Together with its powerful 
quad-core DSP crossover, this enables a level of performance 
that is simply not possible with the passive crossovers used in 
most High End speakers.

However, the best speaker system in the world can still be com-
promised if the listening room isn’t a good fit for the frequency 
response, and this is all too often the case. Whether the bass is 
amplified or neutralised, booming or almost absent, the avai-
lable listening room can have more of an impact on sound qua-
lity than the speaker itself.

To address this, we created Room Correction, to adjust the fre-
quency response to the listening room where Canvas will be 
used. By listening for one minute via an iOS app, Canvas can 
optimize its frequency response to your listening room, pro-
ving the perfect tonal balance.

The contemporary TV ecosystem is made up of a range of devi-
ces, and we’ve made sure that Canvas can connect your prefer-
red listening option in whichever way you choose – whether it’s 
via Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Toslink, or HDMI (ARC). 

Canvas has Apple AirPlay 2 multiroom and Google Chrome-
cast multiroom, so the possibilities for integration are almost 
limitless. It can even be hooked up to work in an existing Sonos 
setup with Sonos Connect via Toslink input.

Canvas is committed to delivering perfect audio and beautiful 
sleek visual design – and that’s the case however you choose to 
watch. The speaker unit can house your Apple TV 4K, Google 
Chromecast or Amazon Fire TV 4K without compromising on its 
unbroken form or sound quality.

Within one minute, the sound of Canvas 
is optimized for your listening room, 
offering great tonal balance.

Connected with every device 
in the ecosystem

Electronics & Connectivity
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Canvas is designed to complement your OLED TV – to complete 
the picture. It delivers brilliant audio while acting as a stand for 
your TV. All of its technology is stored within its slender frame, 
along with a storage slot for your Apple TV, Amazon Fire TV, or 
Chromecast. It even features a hidden cloth pouch for discreetly 
tucking away any cables.

We wanted Canvas to be an unobtrusive yet beautiful addition 
to your home – simple, elegant, and free of the distracting visual 
clutter typical to soundbars and HiFi systems. After experimen-
ting with concepts around TV furniture with built-in speakers, 
we realized that what we were trying to achieve was the idea 
of uninterrupted flow – and so we created a speaker that con-
nected to the TV physically, fusing them into one seamless unit. 
Canvas provides the missing second half of your TV – the audio to 
the OLED’s video, all in one sleek continuous shape. Its colored 
covers – fully customizable – provide the perfect counterbalan-
ce to your TV, creating a striking freestanding furniture feature.

We created a speaker that is connected 
to the TV physically, fusing them into 
one seamless unit.

Design
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When designing Canvas, one of our core principles was that 
this speaker should look as good as it sounded. We want it to fit 
into your home seamlessly, providing the perfect counterpoint 

Interchangeable color panels to let 
you choose the perfect look. 

Colors
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to your OLED TV and blending naturally in with your décor.
To that end, Canvas features interchangeable color panels to let 
you choose the perfect look. Currently, five tones are available. 



Specifications
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LG OLED 55” and 65”, B and C Series, 2016 (B Series only), 2017, 2018, 2019 

Rock solid 30 liters bass reflex, MDF with BridgeBrace™ technology

2 x High End SB Acoustics long excursion 6” diecast aluminium chassis

2 x High End SB Acoustics ring radiator with non-resonant rear chambers

4 channel HiFi, combined 200 Watt RMS 

30 Hz - 20.000 Hz

Powerful AD 300 MIPS quad-core with BACCH™ 3D filter

Through iOS app, uses iPhones built in microphone 

HDMI ARC, Toslink, Analogue, Apple AirPlay 2, Google Chromecast, Tidal,                     
Spotify Connect, Bluetooth, DLNA, Sonos through Sonos Connect  

Houses Apple TV 4K, Google Chromecast 4K, Amazon Fire TV 4K etc 

Cloth pouch on the back for hiding power strip, power & HDMI cables 

Interchangeable magnetic covers in multiple colors

Automatic OTA

AC 100-240V, 50-60 Hz

378 x 1229 x 208 mm /  14.88 x 48.4 x 8.2 in

18 Kg / 40 lbs without packaging

TV COMPATIBILITY 

ENCLOSURE

BASS/MIDRANGE 

TWEETER

AMPLIFIERS 

FREQ RESPONSE

DSP

ROOM CORRECTION

CONNECTIVITY

FRONT STORAGE ROOM   

CABLE MANAGEMENT

COVERS

UPDATES

VOLTAGE

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD)

WEIGHT
Designed and engineered 
in Copenhagen, Denmark



For years and years OLED manufacturers have been teasing 
global consumers on the potential of OLED technology. Howe-
ver, the commercial products were prohibitively expensive and 
didn’t solve the issue of deteriorating picture quality caused by 
true RGB OLED pixels dying at different rates. 

However, by 2015, LG realized that by using RGB color filters 
over white pixels, they could offer OLED quality with no deterio-
ration and at less than half the price of previous OLED screens. 
Their 2016 model offered 4K HDR delivering perfect picture, 
viewing angles, colors, and response time. 

The OLED technology was ready and this sparked the inception 
of Canvas – the OLED TV needed the perfect sound to go with 
it.  Canvas is on a mission to integrate high-end sound quality 
of free standing speakers, but without the visual clutter of free-
standing speakers or HiFi racks. A design for a TV furniture with 
built-in speakers reduced the number of elements to just two, 
but nonetheless lacked the essential flow – then in an epiphany, 
Kim realized that a simple square that incorporated the OLED 
TV into its shape was the solution.

The Canvas Story

About Us
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Prior to OLED, TV models were simply varied too much for the 
concept to work, but since OLED models dispense with the 
bezel around the screen, this simple design could fit any new 
model of TV. For four consecutive years, LG’s OLED series have 
had identical dimensions to within one millimeter – Since LG 
is the only manufacturer of large format OLED panels, Kim’s 
design is a true High End HiFi sound system that completely 
integrates with LG OLED TVs.



Kim started out in the audio industry at the age of just 17. For 
the past 21 years he has worked in all corners of the industry, 
including design, engineering and manufacturing of ampli-
fiers, DVD players, surround sound processors, mass market 
wireless speakers, and High End loudspeakers. He’s a “jack of
all trades”, with skills in industrial design, mechanical engine-
ering, acoustic engineering and electrical engineering.

Serial entrepreneur with experience working with startups 
and corporates throughout the last 20 years. Founder of 4 
companies including wireless speaker company M17 & Home 
Automation company Friday Labs.  Marcus & Kim previously 
worked together in Silicon Valley and have come together to 
realise the vision of building the World´s best TV sound. At   
Canvas, Marcus works with Business Development. 

Investor and founder/owner of zinck.co. Has two decades of 
experience from Bang & Olufsen, where Jens Peter served as 
Senior Vice President for the Automotive division, providing 
state of the art audio systems for premium car brands, inclu-
ding Audi, Aston Martin, Mercedes-Benz and BMW. At Bang &
Olufsen, Jens Peter has also been responsible for loudspea-
ker development and for the subsidiary ICEpower A/S

Experienced & complementary team

About Us
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Kim Neeper Rasmussen 
Co-Founder & CEO

Marcus Tempte 
Co-Founder & CBO

Jens Peter Zinck
Investor & Advisor

Business Development & Partnership. 

Serial entrepreneur with experience working 
with startups and corporates throughout the 

last  20 years of experience. Founder of 4 
companies including wireless speaker 

company M17 & Home Automation company 
Friday Labs. He has a large network within CE 

from manufacturers to distributors and 
provides Business Development support for 

CANVAS

With OLED technology, a revolution in TV image quality is here. Unfortunately not the same can be said about TV audio quality. CANVAS´ 
mission is to bridge the gab and combine stunning HiFi audio quality with stunning OLED video quality, and in the process fusing them 
into one seamless unit.  Kim & Marcus have previously worked together, building wireless speakers as founders of M17. 

MARCUS TEMPTE 
CHIEF BUSINESS OFFICER

KIM NEEPER RASMUSSEN 
FOUNDER & CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER

Product & Industrial Design 

Kim started out in the audio industry at the age of 
just 17. For the past 21 years he has worked in all 

corners of the industry, including design, engineering 
and manufacturing of amplifiers, DVD players, 

surround sound processors, mass market wireless 
speakers, and High End loudspeakers. He's a "jack of 

all trades", with skills in industrial design, 
mechanical engineering, acoustic engineering and 

electrical engineering.  10

Toby Stewart 

Owns Bright/Shift, a social media 
content agency with customers 

such as Canon, Snickers, P&G and 
Samsung.

Rikke Steenbuch 

19 years experience in sales, 
marketing and graphical design. 
Rikke works on both the product 
design side as well as Creative 

Direction.  

EXPERIENCED & COMPLEMENTARY TEAM

JENS PETER ZINCK 
BOARD MEMBER / IMVESTOR

Network & Strategy 

Responsible for Bang & Olufsen's business 
segment 'Automotive', providing state of the 

art audio systems to passenger vehicles. 

Served as Senior Vice President for Bang & 
Olufsen, and Chairman of the Board of 

ICEpower.
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with startups and corporates throughout the 
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Canvas Audio ApS has received funding and counseling from Syddansk Innovation A/S, a Danish Inno-
vation Fund, and also received funding from The Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science.



***Not authorized for release prior to August 20. 2019***

Release Notes
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On August 20. 2019, Consumers may reserve* a Canvas unit 
on www.canvas.audio at the guaranteed early bird price of 
USD 999 & USD 1099 for 55” & 65” models respectively. 
Balance will be collected at launch of the crowdfunding cam-
paign. 

Canvas will launch a Crowdfunding campaign during October  
2019 

IMPORTANT:Co-Founder & CBO
Marcus Tempte

Telephone : +45 535 535 96
Email : m@canvas.audio

Co-Founder & CEO
Kim Neeper Rasmussen

Telephone : +45 91 80 48 11
Email : k@canvas.audio

*A USD 100 refundable deposit is required when reserving



canvas.audio


